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Abstract 

 This research paper is an attempt to make a comparative studies between R.K 

Narayan’s fictional town Malgudi and Khushwant Singh’s Mano Majra.  Both are Indian 

writers who introduced fictional town in their writings.  Eventhough they have introduced 

fictional place, their writings are based on real time situations.  They depict symbols, images 

that are deeply rooted in Indian society.  This paper attempts to bring out the creative nature 

of Indian authors in creating fictional towns in a realistic way, and their writings which have 

contributed to the world literature. 
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 Rasipuram Krishnaswami Iyer Narayanaswami was an Indian writer known for his 

fictional town, it refers to town, city or village that are invented and does not exist in real life.       

Narayan’s fictional place was “Malgudi” which he introduced in September on a certain day 

selected by his grandmother as auspicious one, he introduced malgudi for the first time in his 

work “Swami and Friends” which was published in the year 1935. Malgudi which is located 

on the banks of river Sarayu and near to mempi forest, the name malgudi which is widely 

believed that it was derived from Portmanteau of two Bangalore localities Malleshwaram and 

Basavanagudi.  In Swami and Friends Narayan has shown malgudi as neither village nor city, 

but a town of modest size, he first introduces Sarayu river where Swami and his friends 

spends most of their time. There are two Schools in Malgudi where Swami studied Albert 

Mission School and Board High School. Malgudi even had a cricket club ( Malgudi Cricket 

Club) where swami was a member, Narayan ends up the with Malgudi Railway Station which 

was starting point to write a novel,                                                                                            

“I Sat in a room nibbling my pen and wondering what to write, Malgudi with its little 

Railway station swam into view.”[My Days P87].                                                          

Malgudi even had landmarks such as Nallappa’s Mango grove, Mempi forest, Grove street, 

Forest road, Market road which has been described as “ The Life-line of Malgudi.’’ in 

Mr.Sampath. Market road which intersects Race course road which we often pass through in 

“Dark Room”.  Narayan has also mentioned various streets and lanes like Kabir street, 

Anderson lane, Vinayaka Mudali street, Ellamman street in his short stories. There were also 

Englandia Insurance company, Malgudi photo Bureau, Central Land Mortage Bank , Hotels 

like Anand Bhavan,Modern Lodge,Taj. 

 Malgudi is portrayed as microcosm of India, Malgudi has seen an enormous growth as 

work of Narayan grows. Malgudi is called “Narayan’s Casterbridge.” By presenting the 

socio-cultural milieu and by showing the inter-relatedness as well as interdependence of the 
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place and its people. Eventhough Malgudi is his own creation, he succeeds in capturing “The 

Spirit of the place” and makes it permanent. 

 Another Indian writer who used fictional town in his writing is Khushwant Singh. 

“Mano Majra” is a fictional town created in Train To Pakistan which is located right on the 

border of Pakistan and India in bank of river Sutlej which is famous for its location and its 

Railway Station. Khushwant Singh has portrayed railway station a more significant one in the 

novel which is one side beneficial to people for the conformity and boring farm lives, the 

villagers who depended on the arrival and departure of the trains as entertainment and 

chances for people to come together, on other hand train station which becomes crucial in the 

story.  Khushwant Singh has also brought the difference in the village before and after war. 

Before the war Mano Majra village is shown as the peaceful one with seventy families 

whereas after the war village becomes the scene of rioting and blood and there was no peace 

in the village. 

 Muslims hear the news of gentleman having their veils taken off.  Being stripped and   

marched down crowded street to be raped in the market place [ Train To Pakistan, P105 ] 

    Sikh refugees tell of, women jumping into wells and burning themselves rather than fall 

into the hands of muslims [ TTP, 106] 

 Khushwant Singh presented the village with Realism, Lively spirit, effective irony. In 

the novel, Mano Majra village is not mere product of imagination but real, living Indian 

village made more alive by the deadly drama of Partition. 

 R.K Narayan and Khushwant Singh who has depicted their fictional town in different 

ways. Malgudi of R.K Narayan is located between Karnataka and Tamil Nadu state, whereas 

Mano Majra is located between India and Pakistan, the state which covers in India is Punjab 

and Lahore in Pakistan.  Narayan has shown a change through “Growth of Place” as his novel 

grews, wherein reality a town or village should have, eventhough it is a fictional town he has 
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developed it in a realistic way, whereas Khushwant Singh has shown a change in his fictional 

town Mano Majra which is destruction to the place. Khushwant Singh who used his fictional 

town to shown real time incident which is Partition whereas R.K Narayan has used his 

fictional town in domestic novels. 
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